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ISOBEL, YEAR 9 — senior head of current affairs

“Last night was one of the most shocking
weather events in my 40 years as a
meteorologist — a violent tornado (in
December!)” This was tweeted by Jeff
Masters, a meteorologist and expert on
extreme weather, hours after a quad-state
tornado went on a 227-mile rampage,
killing at least 70 people. Kentucky,
Arkansas, Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri
are just the latest victims of extreme
weather due to climate change. The
system, which had caused the tornado to
push into the central US and into a recordsetting warmth, had also unloaded a foot of
snow in Minneapolis. This deadly tornado,
and the 38 others that have touched down
this weekend, is yet more proof of the
ongoing climate crisis.
In a statement on Sunday, Kentucky
Governor, Andy Beshear, predicted that the
death tolls could pass one hundred, as he

COMING SOON TO YOUR TV!
Megan, YEAR 7—junior CURRENT AFFAIRS

Man’s best friend no longer
has to sit on the sofa with
humans as their masters
flick the channels without a
care for their canine
companion’s TV fancies.
Pooches need telly too.
Soon the nation’s dogs
will have a range if dog friendly content to enjoy.
DogTV is a new television network made
especially for our four-legged friends and after
three years of research, it is set to launch in the
UK on Monday. The channel will air scientifically
tested to alleviate symptoms such as separation
anxiety, loneliness and stress. It will also help
owners understand and look after their pets
better.
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declared a state of emergency; he told
reporters that he was hoping for “some
miracles.” A miracle doesn’t seem likely
however as no one has been found alive
since Saturday.
In a press conference late Saturday,
President Biden said his heart went out to
the victims and their families. He also
questioned the strength of the warning given
out, as many victims had told reporters that
they hadn’t had time to take shelter before
the building they were in collapsed. Biden
also told reporters that his first priority was
helping those who were affected. He
mentioned that people had to acknowledge
that these weather catastrophes would not
go away if we didn’t address global
Warming. On December 11th he approved
Kentucky’s Emergency declaration, a
package that will assist the affected areas
with federal support. Charities such as
Team Kentucky Fund, American Red Cross
and Western Kentucky relief fund, are all
providing help to the families who lost their
homes, providing food, shelter and medical
supplies.
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West Ham v Norwich
City (A) 18th December
3.00 pm

•

Norwich City v Arsenal
(H) 26th December 3.00
pm

•

Crystal Palace v Norwich
City (A) 28th December
3.00 pm

•

Leicester City v Norwich
City (A) 1st January 3.00
pm

•

Norwich City v Everton
(H) 15th January 3.00
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The Bugle’s
Statement:
Our commitment to an
inclusive, entertaining and
informative newsletter is
what drives the contributors
of this publication. If you
have any comments or
suggestions, contact us and
we’ll address you issues as
quickly as we can. We can

Kentucky Governor Andy Beshear
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Mental Health - A Teen’s View
Shelbie, YEAR 11—senior contributor
problems are established by age 14". From this we can infer that
mental health within teenagers is increasing and it could be anyone
around us who is struggling. Many don’t understand mental health
until they reach high school which personally I believe it should be
taught in the upper years of junior school as that's when we start to
realise there may be correlations with our mental health and this
stage of life. However mental health professionals seem to think
that because of our age and the fact that we are taught about
mental health that we understand what is happening and why when
in reality we get confused as there are many aspects of mental
health that professionals talk about.

I strongly believe that teenagers such as you and me are
constantly misunderstood by adults in today's society with
regards to mental health and its problems. This is because
adults do not take the time to figure out the deeper
meaning behind our thoughts. Mental health professionals
believe that teens are able to understand what happens,
why it happens when we don't fully understand our
problems as well as thinking that because we are
teenagers and can understand how to communicate that
we know how to explain our problems in detail.
The first key point that I think is significant is that adults
don't take the time nor patience to communicate with
teenagers in order to gain trust and help themselves
understand what is really happening with our mental
health. According to nytimes.com "4 in 10 say that their
parents sometimes or often do not make time for them".
Given this evidence we can see that parents do not show
enough interest in their children to be able to understand
about our mental health. Therefore sometimes resulting in
teens believing that parents or carers do not care which
could sometimes create continuous problems between the
teen and the adult. This may make the teens' mental
health increasingly get worse.
Another important factor is that mental health
professionals believe that because of our age and the fact
we understand a lot of features to do with life, that we will
understand our mental health. News flash people - we
don't. "20% of adolescents may experience a mental
health problem in any given year, 50% of mental health

The final point i would like to state is that adults seem to believe we
- as smart, strong and sophisticated teenagers - can communicate
clearly with perfect sense and clarity when in reality we don't know
how to explain everything."70% of children and adolescents who
experience mental health problems have not had appropriate
interventions at a sufficiently early age." This means that many
teenagers do not understand how
to get help and struggle until
someone notices. To gain the
confidence to speak to someone
about mental health is very brave,
however it can get frustrating for
teens when asked questions such
as - how are you feeling ? or what’s
going on in your mind ?. As
teenagers we don’t always
understand our emotions and
feelings as well as they can be all
over the place because of
hormones therefore to ask teens to
explain them is like asking a cat to do a backflip. It isn’t impossible
but it is unlikely.
In conclusion I believe that with regards to mental health, teenagers
are overlooked with the idea that we can suffer from it, as well as
this people think we can understand how we feel and can resolve
that easily. From this,I would like to see an improvement in
professionals and how help is referred to teens and how mental
health is presented to young adults.
References :
https://www.nytimes.com/1994/07/10/us/teen-agers-in-a-poll-reportworry-and-distrust-of-adults.html
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/statistics/mental-health-statisticschildren-and-young-people
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My hospital experience
Sophie, YEAR 10— contributor
The story of Sophie’s hospital experience will be serialised across the next few issues of the Bugle.
Tuesday: 12/01/21
I woke up at 3am to 2 girls coming in the ward I was in
throwing up and coughing non-stop. It wasn't the most ideal
of ways of waking up but it is a hospital. I then went back to
sleep and woke up at 5am. I tried to get my phone but
because I was so stiff I couldn't move. The bed I was in had
buttons so I could move it higher and lower. However it was
really noisy so I woke my mum up and she just got my phone
for me. Last night I was told today that I would have an
ultrasound to look to see if they can see my appendix. So
throughout the day I couldn’t eat or drink anything so at 6am I
had my last sip of water for the day. At about 7am, I watched
a movie on my phone which took me to 9am. After my movie
finished they then said about an ultrasound to check if I had
appendicitis but I was pretty sure I have it. The last thing they
said was that I had to move wards because one of the girls
that came in had tested positive for Covid19. So some nurses
came to the ward and wheeled me in my bed to a completely
separate ward just for me and my mum. I now had my own
little room away from everyone else, however, the first few
minutes being in there felt quite awkward. After we got settled
in, a nurse came to give me antibiotics and check my blood
pressure, which had to happen every 4 hours. At about lunch
time, I was starting to get really thirsty and hungry however
the doctors said the ultrasound would be a little while still.
Eventually after 2 long hours of waiting, the ultrasound
people arrived. A lady and a man walked in my ward with a
big machine and set it up next to me. Once everything was
ready the lady put this jelly-like substance on my stomach
and started the ultrasound. They told me and my mum the
appendix is so small that it’s very hard to see on the
ultrasound. The ultrasound only lasted about 10 minutes but
because they were pressing down onto my stomach so hard
for the ultrasound to pick up anything, it really hurt
afterwards. As soon as they left the nurses came back in to

do my antibiotics and blood pressure again. Me and my mum
then left for 2 hours for ourselves so we watched a film. We
watched Toy Story 3 because I had my teddy Lotso with me
so we had to really. After the film ended, a nurse came in to
check with my mum to see if she wanted anything for tea. I
was furious. I was absolutely starving. However, some doctors
and surgeons came in and said I needed an operation. They
found out that I have appendicitis so all I had was a cup of
water. They said I was having the operation tomorrow as they
don’t normally do operations in the evenings. At about 9pm, I
got a little biscuit to nibble on but at that point I was like I’m
not eating that. After 10pm, I couldn’t eat anything but I could
still drink till 6am Wednesday morning. I was very nervous
because the fact that I needed an operation finally sunk in. So
I then tried to get some sleep and eventually I did. But at
about 2am, I got woken up by one of the nurses doing my
antibiotics again.
Wednesday: Operation Day! 13/01/21 - Part 1
I woke up around 5:30 to have my last sip of water before my
operation. I felt a bit more confident about it but I was still
nervous. Again my mum got asked if she wanted anything for
breakfast and of course she did want something. However I
got asked if I wanted anything but I had to say no because of
my operation. I WAS STARVING! But I knew it was going to
be worth it. I watched a bit of CBBC in the morning on my
mums iPad to try and get my mind off the fact I would have an
operation in a few hours. At 10am, the doctors came into my
room to check how I was doing and what they were planning
to do with the operation. They asked me if I wanted Keyhole
surgery or just have a big scar across my stomach. Keyhole
surgery includes having 3 small scars, one in my belly button,
one just under it, and one on my left side. They said if I had
that surgery I would never be able to have a belly button
piercing but I was like I don’t care, I want Keyhole. So we all
agreed with that, however they said a baby is needing surgery
as it is having problems so they said is it ok if they do the
baby first and I was like yes do the baby first then I can have
mine done later. They said it may take a little while but I will
get mine today. As the doctors walked out, me and my mum
both thought we were going to be waiting for absolutely ages
till I have my operation. But about 30 minutes after they left to
operate on the baby, a doctor came into our room and said
they were ready to take me in. Me and my mum were both in
shock that it didn’t take that long. So nurses came and they
wheeled me in my bed to the operation theatres. As I was
getting closer to my operation, I felt more and more nervous
but the nurses were very amusing and made me laugh a lot.
As I went into the operation room, the surgeons were really
nice greeting me and making me feel comfortable. I had to get
onto a different bed for them to operate on me, so 2 surgeons
and my mum helped pick me up and gently get onto the bed.
As I layed down, they all started having conversations with me
while they were putting anaesthetic into my canula. They
asked me what school I go to, what my favourite subject in
school is (maths obviously) and what my favourite food is.
They asked me what the first thing I would eat after my
operation was done and without hesitation I said donuts. I also
said sausages as that is my favourite thing I would have for
tea. After I stopped talking they put a gas mask on me to help
the anaesthetic work. I felt the anaesthetic run through my
arm, it felt very weird! However, the last thing I said before I
eventually went to sleep was Greggs sausage rolls! I fell
under anaesthetic at 11:15. Then I suddenly woke up. It was
all finished. However, when I woke up, I had a tube going in
my nose down to my stomach and a gas mask on my face...
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Later School?
Violet, YEAR 7—junior Contributor
Imagine a world where school days started at 10am?
Research by an Open
University academic has
found that children between
the ages of 13-16 who started
their school day at 10am, had
improved health. The
research, published in
Frontiers in Human
Neuroscience today (8
December 2017), found that
student absence due to
illnesses dropped by over 50
percent with a 10am school
start.
Schools think that an 8:30 start will leave room for more
lessons although we start earlier we only start focusing at
10:00. So, if you have a lesson in the morning e.g 9:0010:00 then you wouldn't focus properly for the whole
lesson and teachers would wonder why all the students
were failing.
Even though we start at 8:30 we have form time until
9:00. School starts are associated with better grades,
higher test scores, and improved focus and selfregulation among middle and high school students.
Improved self-regulation can also result in fewer
disruptions in class.

Sydnie-Frey, YEAR 8—junior Contributor
Do you know how America celebrates Christmas? No? Then dive
into this article and learn about the festive customs of the US.

Some of the traditions in America are similar to ours like decorating
our houses and leaving cookies out for Santa Claus but unlike us
they have some surprisingly weird traditions.

Do You Find Christmas Stressful?
JOHN, YEAR 8—junior Contributor
Christmas is one of the most stressful times of the year
and is hard for all but some people feel the difficulty more
than others. Those that are less fortunate feel the
hardships of getting presents for friends and loved ones.
Yearly, people worldwide spend £754,650,000 on friends
and loved ones, some even sending £376.50 per child.
While I personally, like many others, love receiving gifts
as well as the anticipation leading up to the special day, I
feel we should remember the true meaning of Christmas:
being together with loved ones no matter how much
money you have.

Forensic Anthropology

Christmas USA Style

Most households decorate their houses with traditional, bright
lights, make gingerbread houses and they pick out their favorite
Christmas tree and sometimes struggle to get it in the house.

Also, some households open two presents on Christmas
Eve. People in the US even put statues of Santa, reindeers and
snowmen outside of their houses to dive into a Christmassy spirit!
Very peculiar traditions in America are coming your way! Here you
will learn about why they hide pickle ornaments in their Christmas
tree and even the adults dress up as Santa and get drunk.
Although we are not quite sure what started the tradition to hide a
pickle ornament in their Christmas tree and the first child to find it
would receive an extra Christmas present.

Have you ever heard of forensic anthropology? Well, let me inform you
about this fascinating subject .

ELISHA, YEAR 8—junior Contributor
Forensic anthropology is a type of criminology . You may be asking what
criminology is? Well, let me tell you about it. Criminology is the scientific
study of crime and criminals.
Forensic anthropology is the study of hard tissue such as bones . When
human remains or a suspected burial are found, forensic anthropologists
are called upon to gather information from the bones. So why is this so
important? It’s because it could lead to murderers and serial killers being
found and caught.
However there are different types of forensic science for different types of
things like forensic pathology that study toxins which could be found on
bones . This is one of five common types of forensic analysis such as
DNA, handwriting, bloodstains and statement analysis.
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Oliver Cromwell and the
Banning of Christmas
Charlotte, YEAR 8— Junior History
Contributor
Imagine life without Christmas, that would be pretty tough
right? Unfortunately, that’s how the people of England (and
possibly the entire UK) lived for multiple years while under
the rule of the well-known English dictator, Oliver Cromwell.
On the 30th January 1649, Oliver Cromwell and his fellow
roundheads executed King Charles I leaving England without
a king for the first time in history. Seven years of fighting
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makeup, going to a pub and playing football were all banned.
You could also not go to church on Christmas day - how
ironic.
Overall, from 1647-1658 was kind of a terrible place to be
when in England. Always at the hands of an unfair dictator
who thought if you did something different to him you should
be punished.
Fun fact: Oliver Cromwell was actually going to move house
all the way in America, but that never happened as the civil
war happened. And he died before he could leave for
America.

Should Christmas Be
cancelled?
Sidisorja, YEAR 8— Junior Contributor

between Charles' supporters and Oliver Cromwell's
Parliamentarians claimed the lives of thousands, and
ultimately, of the King himself. Charles was convicted of
treason and executed outside the Banqueting House in
Whitehall. The hated Christmas ban was made official during
the year of 1647, two years BEFORE the execution of the
king. So, how did they manage to pass the new law without
the king shutting it down completely? Maybe they threatened
him or because he was in exile?
So, Oliver Cromwell hated Christmas. However, he actually
enjoyed spending it with his family, dancing and singing at
family gatherings and having a good couple drinks when he
was younger. What changed him? Maybe it could’ve been his
religion, his family or his job as a MP.
On 19 December 1643, an ordinance was passed
encouraging subjects to treat the mid-winter period "with the
more solemn humiliation because it may call to remembrance
our sins, and the sins of our forefathers, who have turned this
feast, pretending the memory of Christ, into an extreme
forgetfulness of him, by giving liberty to carnal and sensual
delights". The rejection of Christmas as a joyful period was
reiterated when a 1644 ordinance confirmed the abolition of
the feasts of Christmas, Easter and Whitsun. Naturally the
people of England who weren’t puritans were upset as these
festive holidays were a way to bring family back together.
Oliver made a law claiming that if roast geese is spotted, it
should be confiscated immediately, I honestly wouldn’t be
surprised if Oliver ate it all himself. Football and pubs were
also banned, unlucky for all you football fans. Activities such
as feasting, having gatherings, exchanging gifts, wearing

After a recent public survey, I have noticed a small group of
people believe Christmas should be cancelled. This was
cracking news to the people who were presented with the
survey who all believed that it’s an exciting festival of
contentment.
Could you imagine a world without Christmas or no festivals
of giving just everyday exactly the same all year round never
having the delight of giving and receiving. I find it treemendously shocking to think that people would want to
remove such a festive and jubilant day.
Although I respect their opinions, I don’t know why people
would want to remove a day when shops have sales, people
are happy, and families and friends appreciate and adore
their day. How would you react if such a perfect day was
never to be celebrated and was reduced to a typical day of
nothing but work or school or homework?
Even if I completely disagree I do realise why people don’t
accept Christmas to their hearts as some children might take
it for granted or be stingy and instead of trying to give gifts
they only want presents for themselves. However I
personally still believe that it should remain for future
generations to enjoy their time with their families and friends.
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Mythical Creatures
CONNOR, YEAR 8—junior contributor
Imagine a world where dragons fly the skies and mermaids swim the sea - just how
dangerous and exciting that would be?
The Dragon—This massive winged beast is said to only breathe fire but that’s not true,
dragons can breathe actual lightning, poisonous orbs and many more things. This
creature's breath is impressive but another cool thing about it is that its scales are meant
to be almost impenetrable, so (if they existed) killing one and making armor out of its
scales would be a good idea.
Griffins—Griffins are magnificent creatures and beautiful ones at that. The fact that a lion
and bird mix is such a cool looking beast is mind blowing to me. In mythology, it is said
that griffins were wobbly flyers so to stay airborne they had to fly down to pick up enough
speed to be as steady as possible. The way griffins hunted is very interesting too, they
would pick the prey up with their hind legs and one claw and use the other claw to kill the
prey and carry it to a safe place to eat.

Florida man charged with horrific child sex offences
Jasmine, YEAR 7— junior Contributor
Prosecutors charged Robert Cota, 31, Pensacola, with 600 counts of
sexual assault on victims between the ages of 12 and 18, and more than
600 counts of incest that allegedly occurred over the last 6 years.
According to WEAR - TV , Mr Cota was arrested after a local pastor tipped
deputies off to his unusual behaviour. The pastor claims that Mr Cota
approached him on Sunday and complained about "One of the beliefs " in
the church's book of guidelines. Mr Cota allegedly pointed to the word "
incest ".
The pastor told the news station he continued speaking with Mr Cota,
eventually recommending he turn himself into Escambia County's.

A Florida man has been charged with 1200
counts of sexual assault and incest involving
a minor.

Mr Cota sexually assaulted one girl since she was seven. He had been
doing this for about 3 years. The girl told the police that this is the way
people show affection nowadays. The girl's age has been redacted from
the arrest reports to protect her identity.
He was then finally arrested on Sunday evening when he was charged at
Escambia County's jail. Mr Cota’s bond was set at $3m.

television REVIEW
wandavision
reuben, YEAR 7—Junior CONTRIBUTOR
—SPOILERS AHEAD—
What happened in Wandavision?
Wanda has a love of her life who is vision who has an
infinity stone in his fore head. Unfortunately, in Avengers,
Vision died because Vision wanted to protect everyone by
making Wanda kill him because of the infinity stone.
These people came and took vision away and disassembled
him slowly piece by piece. Wanda got really upset and took
vision and Wanda made her own world where nobody can
come in.
Some people came and tried to come in but nothing would
work but Wanda knew that people where trying to come in.
Wanda got mad and came out and told them to stop.
Wanda had two children in the imaginary world. At the end

Vision found them and Wanda
was trying to save the town
but she had to let go and
never saw Vision or her kids
ever again.
Is Wanda Maximoff the
villain of Wandavision?
Wanda Maximoff may be the
villain in Wandavision
because she had taken
Westview hostage so she
could have a better life with
her husband, Vision and her
two twin sons, Billy and
Tommy. She is definitely not
the hero of Wandavision.
One can also speculate that
maybe in Doctor Strange:
Multiverse of Madness she
may come back as the villain.
The majority of people have
said that she will become a villain in future projects and movies.
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Desert Island

Discs
Hello and welcome to a brand new section for the Bugle!
Based on the hugely successful Radio 4 programme Desert Island Discs, we will be featuring staff and students’
favourite song, books and luxury items that they would choose to take with them if they were castaway on a
desert island.
This edition sees the selections by Mr. James (Science) and Miss. Cant.
If you would like to have your faves in the Bugle, get in touch and I’ll send you the ultra simple Google Form to fill
in.
Mr. James (Science):
Disc 1: We Have all the Time in the World - Louis
Armstrong / Watching classic James Bond films with my
Dad whilst growing up
Disc 2: Hoppipolla - Sigur Ros / What ever I am doing,
wherever I am, it never fails to elicit an emotion

Book: The full Harry Potter series somehow merged
into one book. I read books, like many others, to escape
and the Harry Potter series gripped me and really got
me into reading. Even though I've read them before, it
was a long time ago. I got the first book when I was 11
so felt like I grew up alongside Harry and remember
subsequent books being released when Harry was a
similar age.

Disc 3: You'll Never Walk Alone - Gerry and the
Pacemakers / reminds me of my spiritual home:
Anfield
Disc 4: Les Champs-Elysees - Joe Dasin / Inter-railing
and travelling around Europe in my 20s.
Disc 5: Don't Look Back into the Sun - The Libertines /
Reminds me of the ear when I first started going to
gigs and festivals in my teens
Luxury item: A football / exercising is so important for
the mind and I'm sure there are lots of trees on a
desert island that can be used as goal posts

Miss Cant
Disc 1: Aretha Franklin, Respect. This is a song
that I can put on and it instantly changes my
mood. I was introduced to Aretha Franklin’s music
by my Dad.
Disc 2: Michael Kiwanuka, Cold Little Heart.
Such a peaceful song. If I was on a desert island
this song would make all of my worries
disappear. I first heard this song in the car with
my fiancé.
Disc 3: Jade Bird, I Get No Joy. I have been
lucky enough to see Jade Bird twice and this is a
song that brings energy to a room.
Luxury item: A camera - a bit of an obvious
choice this one - but it would be great to
document a desert island.

Book: Another obvious choice but Harry Potter and
the Goblet of Fire. This was a book that came out
when I was in primary school and there was so much
anticipation for what happened next in the story. I
remember ruining the ending for
my sister and I don’t think she
has ever truly forgiven me.
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Behind the scene—Mary Poppins
Isabel, YEAR 9— Senior environmental and current affairs correspondent
After three months and hours of rehearsals at 7:30 on
Wednesday the 8th of December Mary Poppins, played by
Amber, Year 11, opened for the premiere. From tap
dancing to ballet to a flying Mary, the show pulled out all
the stops. This wasn’t the first full show though; the day
before I joined the cast and crew backstage for their final
dress rehearsal, in front of an audience.

out. Mathew said the most challenging thing was the quick
changes because he had so little experience with it. When
asked about his nerves he added that “The nerves leave as
soon as you get on stage.”
There were a lot of costumes to design; from bees to
bankers to statues, and Wardrobe Mistress Nichole said the
most rewarding part was when the whole cast was wearing
all their costumes, and eventing fitted. When I asked Nichole
if she was nervous at all she replied, “We’re not nervous,
we’ve done it many times before. It’s our job to calm all their
[the cast’s] nerves.” Even during the interval people were
rushing to change into costumes and redo hair and
makeup. “A lot of the women in the show help a lot of the
men do their makeup and hair. But that’s okay! It’s a nice
community, to be able to do other actors’ hair,” said Holly,
Year 10.

Despite the challenges that came up, the cast also shared
the most rewarding thing about the show. Most people
mentioned their feelings of accomplishment in finally getting
their lines right or during the finale when everyone’s taking
their bows and the audience is clapping along. For many of
As it reached 10:30 on Tuesday, the audience was quietly the cast and crew however, this will be their last show, as
they’ll be going to sixth form or college next year. Ruben had
waiting for the show to begin but behind the curtains,
backstage, the nerves were running high. “We are running told me that the last night, especially, will be pretty emotional
the show, if I do something wrong, it all goes wrong,” says for him. Both the Director, David Watson, and Producer, Ms.
Curson, said the most rewarding part was seeing the actors
Directors Mrs. Curson and David Watdson.
shine on stage and seeing the characters grow through
By the second song however tensions eased, and people them. When I asked them what the hardest night would be,
started joking about, waiting for their cues. They had to be they told me it was either Friday (when they’ll be tired out)
quiet though, if they made too much noise the audience
and when the family comes to see the performance.
would hear them, as displayed in the backing track when
off stage performers joined in to harmonise the song. It
worked too, however with a large cast it quickly got
crowded backstage. This didn’t help with the number of
quick changes of costumes and people were constantly
reminding each other to clear a path. This was shown
during ‘A Spoonful of Sugar’ where the dancers (all
dressed up like bees) crowded behind a piece of set while
Michael and Jane Banks (played by Mathew, Year 9 and
Ellie, Year 10) ran by.
Running to Room Beauty 2 to change was one thing,
some people had too little time and they were changing
next to the drama studio doors. Things improved when the
three giant pieces of set were out of the way: a set of
stairs and two roofs.
Behind the Scenes, the crew ran everything, led by Stage
Manager Grace, who said the most rewarding thing about
the show is getting to work as a team. Getting things right In talking with the crew and cast, I found many of them were
is essential; as well as putting props in place quickly they incredibly nervous, yet extremely excited. Covid19 had
caused problems for the annual production as they’d been
also have to make sure the audience can’t see you.
forced to cancel last year and hadn’t yet had a full rehearsal
The cast played a major part in the show, and while
this year. However, despite everyone’s nerves, the show was
people were mentioning the necessity of staying in
a flying success. Everyone performed perfectly. Every aspect
character, some dancers were also giving interviews while of it was amazing, from the costumes to the choreography to
in character, “I mean as a homeless [person] I’m very very the acting.
nervous.”
Others found it difficult to learn the dancers. Reuben, Year If I had to sum it up in one word I'd say it was:
13, who plays Bert, mentioned that the song ‘Step in Time’ Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!
was particularly difficult, as it was the most energetic
dance of the show. He confessed that it wore most people
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From the show
Clockwise: Amber, Ellie, Matthew, Izzy,
Grace, Cali, Alice, Sophie ,Georgia, Grace
and Harry.
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Dreams
Molly, YEAR 8 —junior Contributor

What Happens If
You Don’t Get
Enough Sleep?
SHAHAD, YEAR 7—JUNIOR
Contributor
Do you know what happens if you
don’t get enough sleep? You don’t!?
Then let me tell you. Some of the
serious potential problems associated
with chronic sleep deprivation are high
blood pressure, diabetes, heart attack,
heart failure or stroke. Other potential
problems include obesity, depression
and impairment in immunity drive.
Chronic sleep deprivation can even
affect your appearance.

What are dreams to you?
Do you believe dreams have hidden
messages? Like they’re trying to tell
you something and sometimes you just
can’t grasp the meaning of? Theory
states that dreams are merely just
brain impulses and memories along
with your imagination creating weird
and emotional dreams.
But what if they’re more than that?
For example, have you ever woken up
and dreamt about someone and
completely changed your view on
them? This could be any feeling you
felt about them after that dream. Or
have
you
ever
dreamt
about
something, this could be something
small or something big, and it’s actually
happened. I had a dream in which my
friend got told off by a teacher and the
next day they did for the exact same
reason. It looked the same as my
dream. This could just all be pure
coincidence and people just thinking
too much. But then the following day I
had another dream and the person was
sitting in the exact same spot and it
looked identical to my dream; the
atmosphere, the people, the classroom
and even where I was sitting.

E VERY DREAM WILL REVEAL ITSELF AS
A PSYCHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE FULL
OF SIGNIFICANCE .

S IGMUND F REUD
Have you ever dreamt about falling
from a high platform or trying to escape
a place you don’t feel safe in? People
believe a dream about falling shows a

lack of self confidence and a dream
about trying to escape means you’re in
a tricky situation which you just can’t
find a way to escape; or trying to get
out of something you feel obligated to
do. Or a dream about trying to escape
from a building which could mean
you’re seeking stability in your life.
Obviously, dreams shouldn’t be taken
too seriously; especially the ones
about someone turning into an alien or
something impossible like that but
maybe there is a little bit more to them
than we think..
What are you scared of? Have you
ever had a dream about that fear?
Nightmares. Sleep paralysis - some of
the worst things to wake up from! But
why do we have nightmares?
Nightmares are a figure of stress and
anxiety. That could be the thing you do
in your daily life, such as a school
problem or a death to a loved one. Are
nightmares just your fear and
anxiety?
However, people who believe in
messages in dreams and those who
do not, I can reason with. Do you
believe dreams have messages or
they’re just pure coincidence? I have
asked people this question before and
they always sit on the fence about the
subject. People believe dreams are
hidden truths about themselves.
Personally, I believe dreams can show
what situation you may be in and your
mental health. Many believe dreams
are repressed wishes for the person
whereas some people believe it’s just
your head sorting out all your
memories and what you think during
the day. Dreams: what are they? It’s
an interesting question that is not an
easy answer so I’ll leave it up to you.

We talked about the dangers of not
getting enough sleep, now we are
going to talk about how dangerous
sleeping all day is. It’s true a good
night’s sleep is essential for health but
oversleeping has been linked to a host
of
medical
problems,
including
diabetes, heart disease and increased
risk of death.
Researchers are careful to note,
however, that two other factors
depression and low socioeconomic
status are strongly associated with
oversleeping. Those two factors may
be the reason for the observed
negative health effects. For example,
people of lower socioeconomic status
may have less access to healthcare
and therefore more undiagnosed
illnesses, such as heart disease,
which,
in
turn,
may
cause
oversleeping.

TIPS:
Avoid nicotine and caffeine. Both are
stimulants that can keep you up.
If you nap, try to avoid taking one
within six hours of bedtime.
Try to get your workouts in at least two
to three hours before.
Stay away from large meals and a lot
of liquids within a few hours of
bedtime.
Dim the lights in the evening. It will
help your body know it’s time for sleep.
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The Origins of Modern
Christmas
ALICE, YEAR 8—JUNIOR CONTRIBUTOR
Christmas is arguably the most wonderful time of the year,
for ‘tis the season for giving gifts and presents to your loved
ones, and decorating the Christmas tree, and the joy and
excitement of opening yet another flap on the advent
calendar! But have you ever stopped to think about where
these Christmas traditions originally came from?
On 10 February, 1840, in St James’s Palace, Queen Victoria
married Prince Albert, her cousin from Germany. When
Albert moved to England, he introduced some Christmas
traditions to the British, for example, the Christmas tree,
which originated in Germany.
In 1843, in the Victorian Era, a British man named Sir Henry
Cole made the first ever Christmas card, and thus, another
Christmas tradition was born. 2 years later, a London sweet
maker called Tom Smith made the first ever Christmas
crackers, after visiting Paris and seeing the French bon bon
sweets. He tried making something similar with a joke
written on the inside, but they didn’t sell well, so he
eventually got the idea of making the crackers bang when
they were pulled in half, which created everyone’s personal
all-time favourite, the Christmas cracker.

First ever commercial Christmas card
1800’s, in New York City, people would buy gifts for
children, which had a big part in the transformation of
Christmas.
Now that you think about it, most traditions originated
during the 19th century, aka the Victorian Era. And we do
these traditions every Christmas, in the modern world.
Thanks, Victorians!

First ever commercial Christmas card
Giving gifts to people for Christmas is a pretty popular thing
everybody does, and it was inspired by the Three Wise Men,
who brought gifts to baby Jesus, and from then on, in the

The Fashion Trap—Are We All Stuck In It?
HUEY, YEAR 8—JUNIOR CONTRIBUTOR
cost and other factors compared to the retail price, I would consider these
an absolute scam.

Today I will be exploring an issue that is very
unspoken. The issue at hand being that we, as
a society, are sheep to big name brands, who
trick us into spending more money than the
product is actually worth.

For example, this is a ‘Jordan 1 Retro Chicago’,
and they retail for around £753 - £1505 (or
$1000 - $1999). As you can already tell, this is
out of many people’s price range (definitely
including mine!). Despite its price, they are one
of the most popular shoes on the market, and a
key part of fashion. However, if we look deeper,
we realise that these are not worth the price
they are sold for. They are almost entirely
made of canvas, a relatively inexpensive
material and the laces aren’t exactly made of
gold either. In fact, there is such a high
difference between the price of material, labour

A question for you would be, do you even think about how much money we
lose for the sake of fashion? The results were rather interesting. On
average, people in the UK spend £526 on clothing a year. That’s pretty
crazy considering that the statistic is only an average, meaning people may
spend a whole lot more! Of
course, part of this figure
would be spent on essential
clothing items, but that is still
a lot of money that could be
spent on other, more
important things. We are so
used to spending this kind of
money that we don’t even
give a second thought that
we could substitute very
expensive items of clothing
for things we need in our
lives.

So, in conclusion, we are so used to losing money to big name brands, that
we may not have money for the simpler things in life. What could be spent
on better things gets blown away to companies that take advantage of
people. My final question to you would be do we really need fashion?
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Christmas Is Only Fun When You Are Rich; For
Some, It’s A Pointless Festival
Opinion Article by Jazmin, Year 7— Junior Contributor
Have you ever found Christmas pointless or boring, well
some do. As some say, it's boring since they aren’t rich.
On the other hand, others find a different way to enjoy
Christmas without a huge amount of money.
Is Christmas about presents or is it about spending time
with your loved ones? Christmas is meant to be about joy
and spending the special day with friends and family. But
some people think Christmas is all about getting presents
and forgetting about the magical day of the year. Should
you have to be rich to enjoy Christmas? No, not at all
everyone has their ways to celebrate this seasonal day.
Usually people are more happy around Christmas and focus on
what's really important. For example, people do fun, festive stuff to
feel the real feeling of Christmas. Some things you could do is: put
up a Christmas tree and decorate it with fun, colourful stuff (you
could even make your own decorations for your tree).
You could make snowmen and play in the snow with friends and
family. You could make snowmen and play in the snow with friends
and family.
Bake cookies, cakes and all sorts of festive good.
And also go buy presents for friends and family (you could bring
them along).

Christmas in Australia
Ebony and Mia, Year 8.—Junior Contributors.
Imagine Christmas in another country: what they eat, how they dress, how do
they decorate. Well let’s talk about Australia and their Christmas.
Australia has the opposite weather to us as their Christmas is hot and is in
their summer time instead of when it’s cold, wet or snowing like here.
Australia spend Christmas on the beach where it’s sandy and near the
sea. The people dress up and go surfing in the sea. They also decorate
Christmas trees on the beachside build snowmen out of sand.
They eat lighter foods instead of big roast dinners with turkey, desserts and
sticky foods.
Even though we don’t live in another country it’s still good to find out what
Christmas is like for other people and how they like to spend it.

Christmas Facts
Ruby, YEAR 10— senior contributor
The tallest tree ever displayed was in Washington on the US
at 221 ft tall.
The first candy cane was made in Germany and represents
the letter j for Jesus.
Black Friday isn't the busy day of the year, the two days
before Christmas are.
In Greek culture, kissing under mistletoe was considered an
unspoken promise to marry.

Eating a mince pie on 12 days of Christmas is
considered good luck.
Christmas has become a national US holiday.
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Interesting Facts about Christmas
JUDE, YEAR 7—junior contributor
1. Jingle bells was the first song played in space even though it
was originally for Thanksgiving!
2. If you received all of the presents listed in the classic The
Twelve Days of Christmas on each of the days mentioned in the
song leading up to Christmas, you would have 364. One for every
day of the year!

3. In the Ukraine, spiders are considered lucky at
Christmas.
4. In Romania they go on Christmas day and sing carols
for money knocking on people's doors.
5. There is a Christmas tree in Spain worth 50 million
pounds!
6. Tradition has it that a pickle at Christmas will keep
children calm on Christmas morning.
7.Rudolph was originally just an advertising gimmick.
8.Tinsel was originally made from real silver.
9.Americans expect to spend $850 a year just on
Christmas but they actually spend $1500!
10.The Statue of Liberty is the biggest Christmas present in
the world and it was given to the Americans by the French.

Easy Christmas Pudding Recipe
SOPHIE, YEAR 9—SENIOR contributor
Ingredients:
For the pudding
1 cup raisins
1 cup sultanas
1 cup self-raising flour
1 cup finely grated butter (about 115g/4oz)
1 cup fresh brown breadcrumbs (from
around 4 thick slices of bread)
1 cup light muscovado sugar
1 cup mixed nuts, chopped plus extra to
decorate
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp ground mixed spice
1 cup milk
1 large egg
butter, for greasing
For the butterscotch sauce
85g butter
100g light muscovado sugar
200ml double cream
1 tsp vanilla extract

STEP 1
For the pudding, empty the first six cups and the nuts, if using, into a mixing bowl with the spices, then stir in the milk and egg. Once well combined, tip into a buttered 1.5 litre pudding bowl.
STEP 2
Cover with a double layer of buttered foil, making a pleat in the centre to
allow the pudding to rise. Tie the foil securely with string, then place in a
steamer or large pan containing enough gently simmering water to come
halfway up the sides of the bowl. Steam, covered with a lid, for 2½ hours.
Check the water level during cooking, topping up if necessary. If you are
preparing this pudding ahead, remove the foil, let it cool slightly, then
wrap in cling film and then fresh foil. If you are serving it immediately,
unwrap and invert onto a deep plate.
STEP 3
For the sauce, put everything in a pan and bring slowly to the boil, stirring.
Allow to bubble away for 2-3 minutes, still stirring, until the sugar has dissolved and the sauce is pale caramel in colour and slightly thickened.
Remove from the heat. Pour the sauce over
the pudding and decorate with the whole mixed nuts.

RECIPE TIPS: MAKE YOUR PUDDING IN ADVANCE!
The pudding can be made 2-3 weeks in advance and freeze in the bowl thaw it completely before reheating. It can also be made up to 3 days in
advance and refrigerated. Just make sure you bring it to room temperature for an hour or so before reheating. The sauce can also be made a
day ahead and kept in the fridge - simply reheat it in a small pan over a
low heat. To reheat the pudding, cover with fresh foil and steam for 1 1/2
hours, or cover with cling film and microwave on High for 7 minutes.
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Why Are Christmas Trees So Significant?
JAKE, YEAR 8— JUNIOR contributor
What does the tree symbolise?
Have you ever wondered what a Christmas tree symbolise? Well wonder know
more, as a Christmas tree symbolizes the birth and resurrection of Jesus Christ,
as well as the everlasting life in God. The tree's branches and shrubs are viewed
as an emblem of immortality and are said to symbolise the crown of thorns worn
by Christ on the cross.
Well at least that's the religious meaning. In my opinion, I believe that the tree
symbolizes the togetherness of Christmas and being around your family and
friends.
Why is a Christmas tree traditionally a fir tree?
A Christmas tree is traditionally a fir tree because a fir tree is an evergreen,
meaning that its leaves (fronds) never change colour and remain on the tree all
year round. In Norway there is an annual ceremony, in November, where they
cut an evergreen tree down in the forest.
Why do we decorate a Christmas tree?
We decorate a Christmas tree because they are a symbol of life. This is the
Pagan belief, whereas I like to think it shows the cheerfulness and joy of the
festive seasons. Also, we use baubles because traditionally Romans used them
to reflect the flickering of a candle's flame, and that's also why we use tinsel too.
The lights we put on our tree are meant to represent a light of hope.
Christmas Wasn’t Always On December 25th
While Christmas celebrates the birth of Jesus, the
actual date is lost to history. There’s no mention of
December 25th in the Bible and many historians
believe Jesus was really born in Spring.
The Dutch Gave The Idea To Leave Milk And
Cookies
If you leave milk and cookies for Santa on his journey,
thank the Dutch. On St. Nicholas’ feast day on
December 6th, Dutch children leave him food and
drink to be exchanged for gifts overnight.
Christmas Wreaths Are Religious Symbols

So You Think You Know Christmas?
MEGAN, YEAR 7— JUNIOR contributor
The Christmas wreath first originated as a symbol of Christ. The
holly represents the Crown of Thorns Jesus wore at his
crucifixion and the red berries stand for the blood he shed. So
when you see a wreath, you’ll remember the reason.
Silent Night— the most recorded song in history
We all know the same few handfuls of Christmas songs played at
stores and on the radio in a loop all season long. But one of
them has been adapted more than others. Silent Night is the
most recorded Christmas song in history.

Christmas Recipe: Milk and
Hazelnuts in a Cup
TED, YEAR 9— JUNIOR contributor

Ingredients
1. 30 grams of butter
2. 7 squares of milk chocolate or 35 grams
3. 1 egg
4. 2 tbsp of caster sugar
5. 2 tbsp of plain flour
6. 2 tbsp of ground or chopped hazelnuts
7. ½ tsp of baking powder
8. A few marshmallows for decoration

In a cup: melt the butter with the chocolate in a microwave for
30-40 secs (800w). Beat the mixture until smooth and then
allow it to smooth slightly. One by one, mix the rest of the ingredients except the hazelnuts and then cook in the microwave
for 50 secs (800w). Push the hazelnut square into the middle
and cook for another 40 secs.
Allow to cool for 1 minute and sprinkle the chopped hazelnuts
over the top.
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Desert Island

Les Traditions de Noel en France
ALAN, YEAR 8—JUNIOR contributor

La France c’est reconnu par la magnifique et belle
traditions de noel en le pays, c’est incroyable par que
investit beaucoup on les decorations de noel, une
exemple en dans ce compte pourrait être, les
marches de noel dans le nord de la France, c’est un
endroit dans lequel vous passeriez la majeure partie
de la journée stupéfait par les produits qu’ils vendent.

La deuxième tradition que
les gens français font est de
commémorer Noël dans les
réunions de famille tout
comme nous le faisons,
c’est un moyen simple mais
excellent de créer des liens
avec leur famille tout en
profitant de Noël dans une
communauté. Ceci est
généralement fait la veille
de Noël. Les préparatifs
commencent uniformément
le jour antérieur.
Suite à cela, c’est une chose courante après Noël de faire un grand
repas le jour de Noël, ce repas s’appelle Réveillon ceci est
généralement commémoré comme le Nouvel An ainsi que.

Cette photo a été prise en Nancy en France.
Je commencerai par introduire la tradition la plus
commune en France. Traditionnellement, Français
enfants placent leurs chaussures devant la cheminée
en espérant que le Papa Noël.

Une autre tradition que l’on peut voir beaucoup de français les gens
ont à cette époque est le fait que beaucoup donnent des messages
chococalet woth à l’intérieur, c’est calé Les Papillotes.
Quoi qu’il en soit, ce sont quelques-unes des traditions français les
gens ont.

Frohe Weihnachten
(Happy Christmas)
SOPHIE, YEAR 7—JUNIOR contributor
usually eaten on Christmas Eve,or Heiligabend (Holy Night). In fact, 28%
of all Christmas meals consist of roast goose or duck, and dessert is
usually Stollen!

Christmas! A celebration that almost 86% of Britons
celebrate but it is just as important to learn about
Christmas in other countries and cultures.

Celebration time!
The celebrations usually start on the
24 of December when gifts are
exchanged. Gifts usually are
nutcrackers, incense burners, pens,
candle arches , coffee,chocolates
and flowers. Imported wine from
Spain is usually a kind gesture.

In Germany, almost 78% of people celebrate
Christmas which is still a lot of people as there are
around 84,166,447 people compared to the
68,397,265 in the UK.

Advent involves the normal wreaths
of fir and four coloured candles but
each Sunday, they eat special
Christmas cookies!

Germany celebrates Christmas with two public
holidays, 25 and 26 December. For many people,
24 December, Christmas Eve, is divided into a
hectic morning and a festive evening. Afterwards
attention focuses on decorating the Christmas tree
with fairy lights and colourful baubles, wrapping up
presents and preparing food.
Meal time!
In Germany, the traditional festive meal features
duck, goose, rabbit or a good roast dinner. This is

Here comes Santa Claus!
Weihnachstmann is the German
word for Santa Claus also known as
St. Nicolas. It is a very generic term.
However, he doesn't deliver
presents, instead the Christkindl (an
angel-like creature) delivers
presents.
Frohe Weihnachten! (Merry Christmas in German)
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SPANISH CHRISTMAS
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Dogs—A Guide

person’s fingerprint.
10. The average body temperature for a dog is 101.2.
11. With an average lifespan of just over 11 years, the
typical dog costs $13,500.
12. The only sweat glands a dog has are between its toes.
13. Dogs are omnivorous; they need to eat more than just
meat.
14. Dogs have twice as many
ear muscles as people.
15. Dogs will be submissive to
anyone they feel is higher up
in the pack.
16. People have been
keeping dogs for pets for
12,000 years.
17. A female dog carries her
puppies for about 60 days
before they are born.
18. It is a myth dogs are
colour blind; they actually see
colour, just not as vividly as a
person.
19. Obesity is the number-one
health problem in dogs.
20. Seventy percent of people
sign their pets name on greeting/holiday cards

KAI, year 8 —junior contributor
Bringing a dog or puppy into your family is a huge decision,
and here are some things about man’s best four-legged
friend that are sure to be of interest to children and some
adults alike.

20 Amazing Dog and Puppy Facts:
1. An adult dog has 42 teeth.
2. A dog’s sense of smell is more than 1 million times
stronger than that of a person.
3. More than 1 in 3 families in the United States owns a dog.
4. Spaying or neutering your dog can help prevent certain
types of cancer.
5. If never spayed or neutered, a pair of dogs can produce
66,000 puppies in 6 years.
6. A dog’s sense of hearing is more than 10 times more
accurate than that of a person.
7. The average dog can run about 19 miles per hour at full
speed.
8. Dogs are mentioned 14 times in the Bible.
9. A dog’s nose print is one of a kind, very similar to a

Footy Features

Christmas Facts

KALLUM, YEAR 9—SPORTS CORRESPONDENT

Tegan, YEAR 7—junior contributor

Club Norwich city has assigned a new head coach
(manager) Dean Smith. He stats “I intend to prove people
wrong at Norwich City – and not just because of Aston Villa
sacking” he's already made a difference by winning his
first game 2:1 against Southampton as well as well a point
at...

Hello, today I'll be talking about are favourite holiday,
CHRISTMAS!!!
So, here's a cool fact: Alabama was the first state in the United
States to recognize Christmas in 1853.

CHELSEA SURPRISING LOSS

Some common traditions are: kissing under the mistletoe,
leaving milk and cookies for Santa and leaving kids coal if they
were bad.

Chelsea has a devastating loss against West Ham in the
87th minute which leaves Chelsea stunned. The goal was
scored by someone called Arthur Masuaku.
Mendy made many mistakes that game including a tackle
which led to a penalty and a goal. The penalty was caused
by Jorginho with a bad pass into the keeper’s
feet. Following the loss it has landed Chelsea 3rd and two
points away from top, with Man City leading the Premier
League.

Some traditional snacks around this time are gingerbread and
peppermint.
Fun Fact: apparently, most people don't like eggnog.
Some fun Christmas activities to do are:
Watching Christmas movies,
Making goodies
Playing fun games

Chelsea’s next 5:

Fortnite

Have you ever dreamed of getting a #1Victory royal?
Well you have come to the right place!

Dominik, YEAR7 —junior contributor

•

The best loot is on the roof in city's so gear up on as
much as possible

•

Jump when you reload and after you shoot.

•

Use headphones or 3D sound

•

Be in zone all of the time (the circle)

•

Don't make lots of sound

•

Be alert for sound and look at the compass
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Forza Horizon 5 is an Xbox exclusive racing/adventure game
released in early November 2021. My first thoughts on this
game was that it was very immersive with the biggest map in
a Forza game so far. The Mexico setting features a volcano,
the city of Guanajuato, sand dunes, rainforest, canyons and
many other points of interest.
The graphics of the game are better than the previous
featuring 4k resolution on the new gen consoles. The game
can run at 120 FPS (frames per second) which is very good
for a console game. The online feature is not at its best at
the time I’m writing this and sometimes the other online
players disappear and disconnect from the lobby.
The car list has featured some new cars which increases the
variety of cars to choose from. The customization has also
been improved meaning you can make your cars more
unique to your style. Also, the design features have changed

Forza 5
Cullum, year 7—Junior contributor
to more of a photoshop
style of working. You can
also use other people’s
vinyl layers which makes it
easier to change the
appearance of your
vehicle.
In conclusion I believe it’s
a good game for how new
it is but it does need some
improvements which I’m
sure will be fixed over
time.

television REVIEW
GREASE
Lilly-Jo, YEAR 9—senior contributor
The movie Grease was written and produced back in 1978. It’s a comedy romance
musical that shows the summer love story between the two main characters, Sandy
and Danny. The two main characters are played by John Travolta and Olivia NewtonJohn. Although this movie was made several years ago, It is still a classic and a family
favourite now.
Throughout the musical, you can see how much different high school was back in 1970
compared to modern day 2021 high schools. You can also sing along to the very catchy
sound track with some of the best songs from musicals ever. However, some people
think that there is expressions of sexism and misogyny within the musical which
caused a bit of controversy a few years ago.
This is personally one of my favourite musicals, the storyline and the singing always
puts me in a good mood and I would definitely recommend it to other people!
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Can Dean Smith keep City up?
Huey, Year 8—junior sports correspondent
Daniel Farke had a rough start to the Season with Norwich
City only winning five points from there first eleven games
leaving them bottom of the Premier League. This led to
Daniel and his coaching staff leaving Carrow Road after
Norwich City’s first win in the 2021/22 Premier League
season against Brentford.
During the international break, owners Delia Smith and
Michael Wynn-Jones had to search for a new manager to
attempt to keep Norwich city up. The fist big candidate that
emerged was Frank Lampard but in later negotiations pulled
out. This left Norwich with Dean Smith. At the time of writing
this article, he has since taken charge along with his
assistant manager Craig Shakespeare, and has led Norwich
to 5 points in 3 matches which is the same amount of points
as Daniel got in 11 matches.

This has given Norwich City fans hope that they can stay in
the Premier League.

Sports News
Billy, Year 7—Junior sports correspondent
Dean Smith is an English professional manager and ex player who
is currently Head Coach of the Premier League club Norwich City.
Smith was Born in 1971 march 19th in West Bromwich in the West
Midlands.
Starting his career as a defender for Washall in 1989, he played as
a defender, and he was there for five years. Smith then moved to
Herefords United for 3 years before then moving to Leyton Orient
for six years. This was followed with a move to Sheffield Wednesday for one year then to Port Vale where he retired in 2005.
He took over as Washall’s manager in 2011 and saved them from
relegation. He also managed the final in the football league trophy,
then he moved to Brentford in 2015 and then he was given the
Aston Villa job in 2018 where he got them promoted to the Premier
League via the play apps in 2018/2019, he also got them to the
2020 EFL Cup final.
He was sacked by Villa in November 2021.However, within a week
he was appointed as Norwich City's manager.

He is married with 2 children, a son and a daughter and
in his spare time, he loves playing chess.
In 2020 Dean’s father had dementia, and just before
Smith’s Aston Villa played the 2019 Championship playoff final told his father that the next time he saw him he
‘would be a Premier League manager’ and Villa did it and
made it to the Premier League. Dean Smith’s father later
died in 2020 of Covid19.

Why Mo Salah Should Have Won the Ballon D’or
Owen, Year 8—sports Contributor

have won the Ballon D’or .

Have you ever felt
that ever since Messi
transferred to PSG
he’s hasn’t been
himself or hasn’t
been on form
recently. That is why
I’m writing to say why
Mo Salah should

Looking at both players' stats, it's clear to see Mo is on top
by far and these stats are based on both of the players'
league games this season.

Hopefully you can see why I think that Salah should have
won.
Stats:
Mo Salah stats matches 14 goals 13 and assists 8.

Lionel Messi stats matches 8 goals 1 and assists 3.
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UK CHRISTMAS WORDSEARCH

“N EVER GO BACKWARD . A TTEMPT ,
AND DO IT WITH ALL YOUR
MIGHT . D ETERMINATION IS
POWER ..”

― Charles Simmons
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Parkour —A Risky Stunt?

All Change at United

Courtney, Year 7 — junior Contributor

Tudor, Year 7—junior sports correspondent

Only a handful of parkour-related deaths have been recorded. The number of deaths from parkour is too low to be of
any statistical significance as such, there aren’t any official
numbers on parkour deaths
Most people that do parkour wrong don’t end up dead. They
just fall victim to the common parkour injuries.
The injuries tend to happen on their hands, feet (no surprise
here), radial bones, and tibias.

Since Ole Gunner Solskjaer got sacked Manchester United
have been playing a lot better and have had an unbeatable
defence.
Solskjar’s troubles began at the beginning of the season just
after they won 5-0 against Leeds United but after this match
Manchester United match results have been going downhill
ending with a devastating loss to Watford fc (4-1) which
gave the final push to getting Solskjaer sacked.

But these injuries can be avoided by using parkour workouts
that make you fitter and stronger, keeping safe when you do
parkour, and having the right training regime.
That’s why it makes sense why some people don’t like it
when people do parkour and have gone as far as making
parkour illegal to do in some places.
There are people who have died doing parkour so even if the
number is really low, there will be somebody somewhere who
will die because of a parkour stunt gone wrong as with many
risky stunts and hobbies.

In response to this event Michael Carrick, took the part time
job as the manager of Man Utd. until Ralf Rangnick takes
the job as the assigned manager of Man Utd. In doing so he
is hoping to bring in the Leipzig central defensive midfielder
Amaidou Haidara.
Personally, I would bring in Kimmich for a maximum price of
100 million Euros bringing Manchester United's budget to
around 420 million pounds sterling.

Love BMX?
William, year 7 —junior contributor
Christmas is upcoming and you need bike suggestions and
parks to visit? This is for you!

these bikes are usually around £200-£350 so I would highly
suggest these BMX’s for a new Christmas present.
SkateHut

If you like BMX or new and want to start (they do take a while
to get used to), here’s some
great suggestions for some
models and bike parks.

SkateHut do great BMX’s. They’re again
lightweight (good for jump tricks) Great
tyres, handlebars, grips and crank and look
very nice. Highly recommend one of
SkateHut’s BMX for a Christmas present or
just to buy!

Mafia Kush 2

BMX Parks

Most Mafia BMX’s are good,
but I picked this one because
I own one myself. Although
these bikes are fairly
expensive, they are great to
use around the place. Addition to this, they’re the perfect
weight and size (Good for any trick.) Brand new are between
£300-£400 but look nice and feel nice to use.
SourceBMX
Once again, a lot of SourceBMX’s bikes are
good. They’re very light (good for jump
tricks) and look great. The price ranges for

Sloughbottom Park is good
for BMX, it has a pump track
and also a more advanced
area for big jumps. Highly
recommend going here, my
past couple times there were
brilliant!
Kaset Skate Park & Music
Community is good as well,
but it’s for more advanced BMX users. It has music and food
and you can have some lunch or dinner, then go straight to
jumping off their ramps!

P AGE 23
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The Beauty School
01603 742310
Client Session now OPEN

WELCOME BACK!!
As from the 16th of November the Beauty
salon will be open for
Appointments on Tuesdays from 1.45pm
——————
The following treatments will be available :
Manicure
Facial
Massage
Waxing

Follow us on

sports

A Messy BALLON D’OR
DECISION

T HE T EAM
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Keaton and Jude, year 8—junior sports
correspondents
On Monday the 29th October in the French capital Paris, the
footballing world was shocked after Lionel Messi won a record
7th Ballon Dor giving him the ‘greatest footballer of all time
status’! But not everyone was pleased that the Ex-Barcelona
and current PSG forward won the award. For instance, lots of
football fans sent comments to FIFA and UEFA ambassadors
on social media commenting on how unfair it was that the
current Bayern Munich and Polish forward Robert Lewandowski
hadn’t won the award. An anonymous user on Instagram
described the award
“rigged”.

Robert Lewandowski

In 2020 the Ballon D’or was cancelled because of the
coronavirus. However, many in the footballing world spoke up on social media
and on sports programs saying that it should’ve gone ahead, and Robert
Lewandowski should have won. The stats support this from both 2020 and 2021
and prove who had deserved the Ballon d'or in 2020 if it went ahead and 2021.
In 2020 Lewandowski scored an incredible 51 goals in 43 matches while Messi
scored 27 goals and 19 assists. Therefore, the stats back up that Robert
Lewandowski should have won the 2020 Ballon D'or if it went ahead.
Now in 2021, Lewandowski has scored an incredible 64 goals and 10 assists
whereas Messi scored 41 goals and 17 assists. AGAIN this proves that Robert
Lewandowski has been robbed of the Ballon D'or for 2 years running. Although
this year Lewandowski won the best striker of the year award, lots of people
online referred to the award that the Bayern forward won as “a piece of
cardboard”.

NEWSLETTER NAMED BY NEVAN, YEAR 8,
OCTOBER 2018

FANTASTIC FINALS FOR
FORMULA 1
KIERAN, YEAR 8—JUNIOR SPORTS
CORRESPONDENT

Almost two weeks after the 19th round of the Brazilian GP
and the two collisions that led to retirements, in Britain at the
flat out corner copse they collided again sending Max
Verstappen into a barrier at high speed pushing him out of
the race. This left Hamilton to win his home Grand Prix for
the eighth time in his career. But now as we are heading into
the penultimate race, Verstappen is leading the world championship by just 8 points so it will most likely go down to the
final race.
And considering the drama at Dubai on the second from last
race of the year, when Verstappen was deducted 5 points
and forced to give Hamilton the lead because of illegal
moves, it was always going to be a very personal and dramatic final race.

2021, in my opinion, has been the best F1 season since the
titanic title battle in 2010 when it came down to a 5 way title fight
In the last race at Abu Dhabi between Mark Webber, Jenson
Button, Fernado Alonso, Lewis Hamilton and the eventual
winner, Sebastian Vettel. But still, the current battle between the
Belgium-Dutch Red Bull Racing driver Max Verstappen and the
British Mercedes AMG Petronas driver Lewis Hamilton is almost
as good.

The final day didn’t disappoint
as Verstappen edged past
Hamilton on the final lap after
the safety car interrupted the
race. Mercedes appealed but
to no avail, and the FIA has
said Verstappen’s victory is
secure.

If you want to contribute to the Bugle’s sports page, please email:
g.todd@ormistonvictoryacademy.co.uk
OR

